
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Media-Sys Appointed As Exclusive Distributor of CommandFusion 

Hardware in Spain & Portugal 

CommandFusion appoint Media-sys as exclusive distributor of their automation and control 
hardware range covering the regions of Spain and Portugal. 

 
Barcelona, Spain — 24 April 2014 

Spanish distributor Media-Sys has been appointed as the exclusive distributor of 
CommandFusion hardware covering the regions of Spain and Portugal. Media-Sys plans 
to offer CommandFusion products to their dealers who up until this point, have struggled 
to find a control system that is suitable for all projects regardless of size and budget. The 
hardware range allows Media-Sys to offer a complete turnkey solution, including local 
specialised support staff to assist dealers with designing and installing first class control 
solutions. 
 
CommandFusion director Jarrod Bell believes the rapid expansion of their European 
distributor network is a sign that integrators are ready for something new, he says that 
their products are providing a much needed, cost effective yet feature packed alternative 
to more expensive brands. 
 

 

“CommandFusion is producing products of the same 
quality as other, well established brands. This agreement 
allows Media-Sys to offer competitive & coherent high-end 
solutions”, said José M. Foguet, CEO at Media-Sys.  

 
 

With affordability and a modular, open framework at its core, the CommandFusion 
hardware range has proven a cost effective and simple way for integrators to provide a 
reliable automation and control solution. Since being released in 2012, its popularity 
amongst integrators has been steadily growing. The hardware revolves around a modular 



design ensuring that all system sizes from a single room up to an entire campus are cost 
effective and suited to any unique requirements. Already successful in the home 
automation industry, the hardware range has allowed CommandFusion to quickly gain 
ground in the commercial and industrial automation and control sectors. CommandFusion 
believes in openness: software and hardware protocols are fully published - allowing 
integrators to mix control systems within a job to suit their requirements and budgets. 
 
About CommandFusion 

CommandFusion is a designer of powerful, cost effective automation and control software 
and hardware. Emphasizing reliability and interoperability, all hardware and software uses 
openly documented protocols to allow for ease of integration with other systems. 
Founded in Melbourne, Australia in 2005, CommandFusion has been selling its flagship 
software product (iViewer) for iOS since 2008. Renowned for its flexibility and versatility, 
iViewer is now available for both iOS and Android platforms. The first CommandFusion 
hardware products were released in 2012. With a small, dynamic and driven international 
team coming from the automation, software and hardware fields, CommandFusion strives 
to offer the best support and fastest innovation turnaround in the industry. 
 

About Media-Sys S.L.: 
Spanish company Media-Sys was founded in Barcelona in 1991, with a vision of being 
one of Spain’s foremost distributors of high-end solutions for the audio visual integration 
and rental markets. 
On top of supplying quality products, Media-Sys offers support through every stage of its 
customer’s projects. Some of the services offered includes: project design, acoustical 
measurements, simulations, installation management, commissioning assistance and 
post-sales service.  
 
CommandFusion Automation Hardware is available in Spain and Portugal from Media-
Sys S.L. 
 
Media-Sys, S.L. 

Rocafort 11 

08015 Barcelona 

T. 934 266 500 

F. 934 247 337 

E-mail: mediasys@mediasys.es 

Web: www.mediasys.es 

For more information, press only:  
Aaron Green 

+61 411 508 439 

aaron@commandfusion.com 

 
For more information on CommandFusion Automation/Control Hardware & 
Software: http://www.commandfusion.com 
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